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The 12th China International (Xiamen) Seafood Expo 

Application Form/Contract 

May. 5 ~7, 2017   Xiamen International Conference & Exhibition Center, China 

■ Thank you for your participation, please fill in the following information in details with the common seal and then send

back to the Organizing Office by fax or mail.

Company：

Add：                                                          P·c:

Contact Person：                Tel：                          Fax：

Title：               http：                        E-mail：

Scope of the Expo：

■Exhibition Payment
1.Standard booth (RMB13000Yuan/pereach, RMB 14300Yuan/pereach for Angled Standard Booth),

choose       ,No.       Charge ; 
2.Bare ground( start from 36m2): choose , m2(680Yuan/m2 for domestic and joint 

venture enterprise, 1300Yuan/m2 for overseas enterprise 
3.Fair publication advertisement: , Charge 

□Gatefold RMB 18000Yuan □ Cover page RMB 15000Yuan □ Front second page  RMB 10000 Yuan
□Black and white text page RMB 3000 Yuan  □ Cover RMB 9000Yuan
□ Front third page  RMB 8000 Yuan □ Color text page RMB 5000 Yuan/page

4.Special advertisement: ;Charge 
□ Visiting ticket  RMB 6000Yuan /10000 pieces □ Invitation RMB 7000Yuan/10000 pieces
□ Hand bag RMB  9000Yuan /1000bags □ Rainbow gate RMB4000Yuan /pieces
□ Floating balloon RMB 2500Yuan/ each □ Vertical breadth3000 RMB1000Yuan /piece

5.Technology lecture:  RMB 9800Yuan/each lecture/hour, lecture(s), lecture speaker 
Title          Charge

6.Member fee: RMB680Yuan/person, including the materials, lunch, beverage, and gifts. Total   person(s),
charge

■ Total for exhibition       ; Date of Payment： , 2016 
■ Designated account（please note “Seafood Expo” for the remittance）
Bank of deposit:  Xiamen  Bank 

Account name: XIAMEN SINOSHOW-CENTURY COMMER CIAL EXHIBITION CO.,LTD
User-1（USD）：   801 014 202 100 015 88 
User-2（CNY）：  874 401 202 100 010 02 
Code：CBXMCNBA  
■ Notes: One transfer the exhibition fees to the designated account of the Organizing Committee; cash and checks without

order will be refused and the Organizing Office will confirm the exhibition qualification after having received the total
exhibition fees.

Terms and conditions of exhibition 
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1. Regarding execution of exhibition rules, according to actual situations, the organizing committee has the right to adjust
and change the location of exhibition stands of exhibitors in order to guarantee normal operation of exhibition and good 
effect of exhibitors. Those who don’t obey the unified adjustment may be rejected by the organizing committee to participate 
in the exhibition.  
2. Enterprise exhibitors must follow corresponding regulations of the exhibition and should not close the exhibition in
advance; should not leaves litter untidily during the exhibition installation; during the exhibition term, should not damage 
the booth facilities; enterprise exhibitors are responsible for the loss and penalty owing to damage or breaking the rules.  
3. Enterprise exhibitors are obliged to pay for entry fee and other exhibition fees in time. If enterprise exhibitors fail to pay
the fees in time, it will be regarded that they give up to exhibit voluntarily. 
4. If the scheduled plan cannot be carried out due to force majeure（e.g. typhoon and other acts of God）or other reasons
which are not at the cause of sponsoring unit, the sponsoring unit shall immediately notify the enterprise exhibitors that the 
exhibition will be postponed. In case of cancellation of exhibition, the sponsoring units shall return all exhibition costs paid 
by the exhibitors.  
5. The above agreements shall be regarded as exhibition contract terms made between the organizing committee and
sponsoring units and exhibitors and group participants and shall come into force after being signed and sealed by both 
parties. The facsimile of this form has same legal force and effect as the original.

We acknowledge the authenticity of the information we 
filled in the form, and promise to follow it.  

Signature: 

(seal) 

Date: 

Contact way of organization committee 
Add： Address:22B, south building of Pacific Plaza, No.327, 

Jiahe road, Xiamen , China  
Tel： +86-592-5078295   
Fax:  +86-592-5078149   
http://www.fishexpo.cn 

            E-mail：Sinoshow @vip.163.com 
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